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A WIFI TOOLKIT

TODAY’S AGENDA

▸ Review of the tools we use every day 

▸ Discuss capabilities and limitations

This talk reflects our development as consultants handling WiFi installations, and focuses on the tools available for Mac OS, with 
discussion of important tools for WiFi that are not available for Mac OS.
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A WIFI TOOLKIT

GOALS FOR TODAY

▸ An idea of which tools to deploy, when, and why. 

▸ A reference library for things we lack time to discuss.

The presenter notes include links to important resources.
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A WIFI TOOLKIT

ORGANIZING OUR TOOLS

▸ Exploration 

▸ Troubleshooting (and analysis) 

▸ Planning

The distinctions among these tools are a bit arbitrary, and we’ll see that tools overlap from one area to another.
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TOOLS FOR EXPLORATION
THE TRUTH IS OUT THERE
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MAC OS TOOLS
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WIFI MENU ITEM

MORE INFO THAN 
EXPECTED

Apple makes information about the WiFi connection available in the OS. Option-clicking that same WiFi menu item gives a 
significant amount of connection information for your computer, including:


1. The computer’s network interface.

2. IP address, router, and Internet connectivity information.

3. Associated BSSID (connected access point) and channel.

4. Signal and noise levels.

5. Connection performance information.
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APPLE  WIFI TOOLS

AIRPORT CLI UTILITY AND WIFI MENU ITEM

Apple has a quasi-hidden utility for querying the WiFi located at:

/System/Library/PrivateFrameworks/Apple80211.framework/Versions/Current/Resources/airport


You may want to create a symlink to the airport tool:

 

sudo ln -s /System/Library/PrivateFrameworks/Apple80211.framework/Versions/Current/Resources/airport /usr/local/bin/airport
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APPLE  WIFI TOOLS

AIRPORT CLI

In addition to displaying information about the connected network a la WiFi Menu, the airport CLI tool will do some other 
interesting things:


1. Scan for available networks.

2. Adjust some preferences for the WiFi interface.

3. Adjust logging events for WiFi.


None of this is particularly well-documented, but the web site OS X Daily dug into the tool and posted the following writeup. The 
logging tools will especially require experimentation:


http://osxdaily.com/2007/01/18/airport-the-little-known-command-line-wireless-utility/


Note that the OS X Daily article has you create the symlink in a SIP-protected directory. Create it in /usr/local instead.
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SYSTEM INFORMATION

This information and more also shows up in System Information, System Profiler, or whatever Apple is calling it this week. Locate 
it in /Applications/Utilities, or run the command system_profiler.


System information will add to your system’s picture of its WiFi configuration by including  CoreWLAN and other software 
versions, interface information for your WiFi interface, chipset information, and a list of networks near enough to your computer 
to be heard.
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KISMAC2
WHERE IT REALLY STARTED
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Kismac was an early Mac tool to look at what was going on around you, and was/is based on an open source project called 
Kismet. Kismac listed the networks that it found, and provided information regarding signal levels and encryption types.
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KISMAC2 AND STUMBLERS

The real appeal of a stumbler like Kismac lay in its features for wardriving.


1. It was able to discover “hidden” networks.

2. It could map them.

3. It could attack weak keys, especially WEP keys.


After a while, Apple changed their wireless frameworks and drivers to disallow discovery of the hidden networks, exiling early 
stumblers to the Island of Misfit Toys.
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KISMAC2 AND STUMBLERS

Development picked up again when IGRSoft forked the project and moved it to GitHub (https://github.com/IGRSoft/KisMac2)


In theory, you can pick up a USB WiFi card using one of the shown chipsets and regain the lost stumbling features.The card 
pictured is an Alfa AWUS036H adapter, which is 2.4 GHz only. I stood on the front steps of the Grange Wellington Hotel following 
my arrival and detected 212 unique BSSIDs using the 9 dB gain antenna. Using his built-in WiFi interface, Tom picked up 24 
from the same location.


Thankfully, only one of the 212 networks visible from the Grange Wellington still utilizes WEP security. I did not attempt to crack 
it.


Product development seems to be both volunteer-based and sporadic, so use at your own risk, and be prepared to experiment.
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WIFI EXPLORER  
(AND WIFI SIGNAL)

EXPLORING AVAILABLE NETWORKS

WiFi Explorer is written by independent developer Adrian Granados, is currently available at the Mac App Store or via http://
www.adriangranados.com, costs US $15 (£10.99) and is worth every penny.


WiFi Explorer takes advantage of information that it gathers from the OS to display extensive information about networks that 
your computer can see.
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Generally, WiFi Explorer shows a three pane view with network information at the top and details at the bottom. In the Channels 
view, WiFi explorer provides easily readable information about channel use of the various networks it detects, the widths of those 
channels, and the signal strength of those networks as detected by the computer running WiFi Explorer.
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On the left, prebuilt filters give you the option to refine your view according to one of several criteria, making it possible to narrow 
your examination to items of interest:


1. Frequency Band

2. SSID

3. Network Mode

4. Radio

5. Vendor
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Control clicking on one of the columns at the top of the window gives you a list of all the information that WiFi Explorer can 
display. Most of it comes from the beacon frames that access points use to advertize their networks.


This information doesn’t reasonably fit on a 13” display, even at highest resolution.
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If there’s a particular network you’re interested in, select it and click the “Network Details” button in the middle of the screen, and 
WiFi Explorer will give you a nice summary in a more human-readable format. Looking at Advanced Details will show you the 
content of the beacon frames directly.
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WIFI SIGNAL
A COMPANION FOR WIFI EXPLORER

WiFi Signal is also by Adrian Granados, and costs US $3.
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WiFi Signal builds on the same information used by the WiFi menu item, but provides a more readable view as well as some 
additions:


1. WiFi Signal provides customizable display of information in the Menu bar.

2. WiFi Signal calculates Signal to Noise ratio.

3. WiFi Signal also provides an evaluation of the connection quality, and will attempt to recommend better channels.
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A subtle feature of WiFi Explorer and WiFi Signal lies in the ability to include annotations of networks in WiFi Explorer. WiFi Signal 
will then display the annotations in its window. In my case, I use this to provide more readable labels for my APs, so that I can 
tell which AP I’m associated to without having to memorize its BSSID MAC address. This can be handy for understanding when 
you are in a sticky client situation.
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NETSPOT PRO
MAP A NETWORK

Tools like WiFi explorer provide a large amount of information, but that information is limited by being specific to the computer’s 
location at the time it took the sample. To more fully understand a WiFi network, you will want information from multiple locations 
around a network. A heat mapper will do this.


Netspot Pro (http://netspotapp.com ) is a heat mapper and reporting tool from Etwok (Autocorrect likes to change Etwok to 
Ewok). NetSpot Pro (in version 2 at the time of this writing) costs US $149 for an individual license, and the vendor offers volume 
licensing as well. To our knowledge, it is currently the only Mac OS-native tool.
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In order to use NetSpot Pro to map a network, do the following:


1. Decide on settings to use to define your thresholds, and set the threshold in preferences. In this case, I’ve decided on a 
maximum (best)/minimum (worst) SNR of 50 dB and 25 db, respectively.


2. Import and scale a floorpan of your facility.

3. Walk through the facility with your laptop and click your location to trace your walking path.

4. Each time you click your location, NetSpot will draw a green circle around you containing the area where it thinks it can 

estimate coverage.

5. Step-click through the facility until you fill it with green.

6. Click “Stop Scan”, and NetSpot will run calculations to display your selected visualization.
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When you complete the scan, NetSpot will generate a heat map of your facility based on the access points you choose in the list 
of APs it detects. NetSpot will calculate results and display one of several visualizations. In the example, I generated a signal-to-
noise (SNR) visualization for the Wheelwrights 5 GHz network. Note the following:


1. Locations of the access points, unevenly distributed through the office.

2. Significantly cooler colors toward the upper right, indicating poorer signal-to-noise ratio.
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Within a visualization, NetSpot allows you to click on a given sample point to view the data NetSpot gathered at that point. Note 
that NetSpot provides a separate listing for each access point it detected at that sample point.
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NETSPOT PRO
MYRIAD VISUALIZATIONS

Signal-to-noise will likely be the most desirable visualization, but NetSpot Pro provides a variety of visualizations, and will rebuild 
them dynamically based on your selection. Note that NetSpot is doing a lot of calculating, so large reports can take significant 
time to export.
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NETSPOT PRO
EXPORT REPORTS

Being able to examine only one visualization at a time becomes annoying after a point. NetSpot also allows export of heat maps 
to reports that detail the content of the visualizations in print. Because the reports can list information on a per-access point 
basis, they can become quite long.
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INSSIDER OFFICE
PEEK BEHIND THE CURTAIN

Both WiFi Explorer and NetSpot are taking advantage of information that they obtain from Mac OS. Both report information 
obtained by Apple’s frameworks and drivers. This can be limiting, because there are a lot of things in WiFi that are not 
necessarily WiFi.


Metageek’s InSSIDer Office (beta) is a US$149 application intended for basic exploration of the WiFi radio spectrum.
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INSSIDER 
OFFICE

COMBINES WITH WI-SPY 
HARDWARE SPECTRUM 
ANALYZER

InSSIDer Office is a companion application to Metageek’s Wi-Spy series of spectrum analyzers. Without the Wi-Spy attached, 
the application is not that much different from WiFi Explorer, and is actually less well-organized.
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Using InSSIDer Office with the Wi-Spy allows interpretation of raw radio signals in the 2.4 GHz and 5 GHz frequency bands that 
WiFi uses. In other words, InSSIDer and Wi-Spy see the WiFi signals, but also hear the non-WiFi signals, and provide 
measurements for how intense the use of the radio spectrum is. In this example, InSSIDer shows high utilization of Channel 10 in 
the 2.4 GHz spectrum.


InSSIDer provides basic information on spectrum use, but has limitations:


‣ The timespans for capture are limited, and InSSIDer displays a simple aggregate of use over the selected time period. The 
shortest period is two minutes.


‣ Data gathered is limited to the computer running the program.

‣ InSSIDer will not identify hidden networks.
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TOOLS FOR 
TROUBLESHOOTING

A WIFI TOOLKIT
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TOOLS FOR 
TROUBLESHOOTING

TOOLS WE’VE SEEN SO FAR

Many of the tools we saw for exploration provide information useful in troubleshooting, particularly with respect to basic network 
design.


WiFi Explorer is good at visualizing signal level, while NetSpot is good at making maps, while inSSIDer Office can give you the 
basics of spectrum analysis with an attached analyzer. Let’s talk about using these more for troubleshooting.
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TROUBLESHOOTING WITH WIFI EXPLORER - SIGNAL DROPS

WiFi Explorer’s Signal Strength pane will show you fluctuation in signal strength in the networks around you, and in this case 
shows that the AP Chris brought to perform iOS MDM enrollments was dropping out on an erratic basis. 
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TROUBLESHOOTING WITH WIFI EXPLORER - SIGNAL DROPS

A few minutes later, the Signal Strength pane showed that all visible networks dropped out just as soon as a nearby laptop 
began downloading a Microsoft Office 2011 full installer. Oh my. Let’s look more at this network design, shall we?
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TROUBLESHOOTING WITH WIFI EXPLORER - CHANNEL PROBLEMS

Where to start?


Looking at the Channels pane gave me some additional information:


1. Whoever designed the network “hamstring” chose to place all APs on the same channel in the 2.4 Ghz Spectrum.

2. Whoever designed the network “hamstring” chose to use 40 MHz wide channels, guaranteeing overlap (and adjacent channel 

interference) with the network “cornea”, also using 40 MHz channels.


WiFi Explorer showed me that the network “hamstring” was poorly designed.
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40 MHZ CHANNEL 
WIDTHS IN 2.4?!

WEEHAWKEN. DAWN.  
GUNS. DRAWN.

Where to start?


Looking at the Channels pane gave me some additional information:


1. Whoever designed the network “hamstring” chose to place all APs on the same channel in the 2.4 Ghz Spectrum. This is a 
bad idea. Co-channel interference demands that for each additional AP or SSID on the same radio frequency, you lose 
3.225% overall traffic. In this case, 12.90% of the traffic is being wasted because of co-channel interference that isn’t 
necessary.


2. Whoever designed the network “hamstring” chose to use 40 MHz wide channels, guaranteeing overlap (and adjacent channel 
interference) with the network “cornea”, also using 40 MHz channels.


WiFi Explorer showed me that the network “hamstring” was poorly designed.


Fixes in this case would include decreasing the channel width to 20Mhz, and spreading out the APs to take advantage of 
distance between the APs before re-using a given channel. This could reduce overhead from 13% to 3.2%. Given that 
interference hurts 40Mhz bands more than 20Mhz bands, there is also a gain to be had.39



“WAIT A MINUTE…WTAF?”
Chris Dawe and Tom Bridge

An additional problem only became apparent when I realized that all of the equipment from both the “hamstring” and “cornea” 
networks consisted of equipment from ALFA, INC.


Ultimately, we realized that the vendor had found hamstring to be less reliable than they liked, and had installed cornea as a 
backup for when hamstring wasn’t working. 


In other words, they deployed a flawed design and compounded it with another flawed design. Everything went to the same 
LAN, so what was the point of a secondary backup?
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TROUBLESHOOTING WITH NETSPOT (BEFORE!)

NetSpot’s ability to display information from multiple samples and map locations of access points comes in handy as well. In the 
case of my office, NetSpot showed that my APs placement resulted in a low SNR area toward the front of the office, in the area 
where we have meetings and white board conversations.


Being able to visualize this area of low SNR gave me ideas about where I ought to move an AP in order to improve coverage.
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TROUBLESHOOTING WITH NETSPOT (AFTER!)

So AP A went on the ceiling on the right side of the diagram.


Measuring after you move is just as important as measuring before. Make sure to document your changes to look for the 
unexpected.
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InSSIDer office confirmed for me that users in a local coffee shop were beating hard on the available 2.4 GHz network. This was 
visually obvious in the density graph at the bottom left, and using the “Channels” view in the top left corner, then selecting the 
channel with the highest reported utilization provides a graph of utilization over time.
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Furthermore, InSSIDer Office was able to identify the networks most likely to be interfering with the coffee shop network. This 
didn’t fit well in the screen capture, but note that selecting the “Physical” tab in the top left corner, then selecting the wireless 
network you care about displays this information.
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CHANALYZER PRO
TIME TO FIND THAT SCIENCE OVEN

Not all 2.4GHz or 5GHz traffic is 802.11 traffic. Sometimes there’s a bunch of RF in there, too, and that’s really what you need a 
spectrum analyzer to see.
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CHANALYZER
THIS IS THE 2.4 BAND

This is a full-spectrum capture of the 2.4GHz band of an active hotel network. You can see it’s fairly clear with patterns of activity 
on Channels 1, 6 and 11. This network is active, but not incredibly busy.


The bottom waterfall display will let us see signal intensity patterns in realtime, while the power graph above lets us see the 
intensity over time through colored highlights.
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CHANALYZER
BEFORE AN INTERFERER

Here’s our before shot. This is a two minute intensity sample, and you can see that we have super active band on 11, with some 
good activity on 1 and 6.
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CHANALYZER
THAT’S SOME INTERFERENCE

BOOM. Look at all that interference. That’s a Baby Monitor. We’ve got it with us, and for the low low price of some beers at the 
pub, we won’t plug it in right now for a live demonstration. 


What’s that? We should? Okay, here goes. You’re on the hook for beer later…
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CHANALYZER
LIVE DEMO!

Okay, we’re going to switch over to my other laptop here and take a look at a live spectrum analysis that we’ve had running 
since we started.
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AIRTOOL
CAPTURING TRAFFIC LIKE A SPEED CAM

The first up is Adrian Granados’ AirTool. It’s designed to capture raw packet data on one or more channel, which will include the 
physical layer traffic that Wireshark won’t necessarily grab while just monitoring your AirPort card.
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AIR TOOL
FREE DOWNLOAD

The interface is fairly straightforward, and will let you specify a channel and channel width, and then it will capture the data 
you’re looking for, but while it’s capturing, you will not be connected to the network in the traditional way. All you’ll be doing is 
grabbing traffic, not participating in it.


AirTool is primarily a tool for gathering 802.11 data from the AirPort card in your Mac. It will grab data on a per-channel basis, or 
it will grab all the channels in a given spectrum. That can be a lot to look at once, so unless you’re planning on a lot of data 
munging, or maybe some surveillance tasks 


It operates as a Menu Bar Extra, so if you already have a bunch of menu bar extras, I’m sorry, you’re adding one more…
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WIRESHARK
GONNA NEED A BIGGER ANTENNA…

Not all Wi-Fi problems are interference problems.

Seeing the raw traffic can provide answers no other tools can provide

But it comes at a mental cost.
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WIRESHARK
FREE DOWNLOAD

Wireshark is an open source tool, good for reviewing raw data frames from your Wired & Wi-Fi networks.

Works with any .pcap file

Searching and filtering that data to find useful trends


Good Cheat Sheet: https://slack-files.com/files-pri-safe/T04QVKUQG-F0KMM9MC4/
wireshark_802.11_wifi_filters_reference.pdf?c=1454971990-c5f3aa5855ce8f143ca57af0dbae67c8ec1f79bd
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DHCP LEASES

If you’re having issues with addressing, you can watch the DHCP process live an diagnose why it is you’re ending up in 169.254. 
If you’re seeing the full Request/ACK/Discover/Offer cycle, check to make sure that you’re only seeing one set of transactions…
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BEACON 
FRAMES

If you’ve never figured out what percentage of your total Wi-Fi traffic is your beacon frames, then you need to do that. Multiple 
radios on one channel decrease available throughput, and so do multiple SSIDs on multiple radios. If you’ve got three SSIDs and 
three same-channel radios, you lose 30% of your available throughput to beacon frames.


Link for SSID Calculator: http://www.revolutionwifi.net/revolutionwifi/p/ssid-overhead-calculator.html


http://www.revolutionwifi.net/revolutionwifi/p/ssid-overhead-calculator.html


You can also look at the capture traffic to find out what else is broadcasting in a given space. Looking at the capture traffic is 
going to show you when you’re overlapping with another access point that could be causing issues.


You can also review the settings for each given beacon frame.
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BEACON 
FRAMES

The beacon frames are the rules of the road for Wi-Fi. Want to do short guard interval but not sure if the AP supports it? Check in 
the Beacon Frame. Looking for a specific feature? Check in the Beacon Frame.


More on Management Frames: http://flylib.com/books/en/2.519.1.35/1/

http://shop.oreilly.com/product/9780596001834.do
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DISASSOCIATION

Sometimes, disconnects are a failure mode that you’ll see in specific cases where there’s something else acting as a rogue, 
working to act as a denial of service for your Wi-Fi. This is exactly what got Marriott hotels in trouble with the FCC in the United 
States. If they saw a competing wireless network, their APs could spit out Disassociation commands on behalf of the other 
competing APs.


It’s dirty pool, but it happens.
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WIRELESS DIAGNOSTICS
WHEN YOU NEED THE KITCHEN SINK

Found in /System/Library/CoreServices/Applications, the Wireless Diagnostics application built into every Mac will give you 
literally everything associated with the Wireless on the Mac side of things.
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WIRELESS DIAGNOSTICS
It dumps out all of the various log files, including some system level files for helping troubleshoot everything. This is a good way 
to get some actually useful information from a remote user without having to be where they are. While you won’t need everything 
it grabs, it’s worth it to get what it grabs in case you need something.
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WIRELESS DIAGNOSTICS

ioreg 

awdl 

BT coex 

configd 

spindump 

wifi_scan

netstat 

kextstat 

ipconfig 

ppp.log 

ifconfig 

Sys Profile

configstate 

Core Cap 

Diag Rpt 

system.log 

top 

wifi.log
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TOOLS FOR 
PLANNING

A WIFI TOOLKIT
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OS X TOOLS

So, what Apple ecosystem tools are available for planning and designing Wi-Fi networks based on predictive or gathered data 
models?
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OS X TOOLS (Yet)

There are not currently any good tools for this directly on the Mac. Yet.
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PREDICTIVE SITE SURVEY
LET SOFTWARE DO THE WORK

Predictive site survey software will take an architectural floor plan and information about your equipment and model a network 
for you, including recommending placement of wireless APs. Ekahau Site Survey is currently the big gun in this space, while 
Tamograph Site Survey is coming along rather rapidly. NetSpot has also begun to make noises regarding implementation of 
predictive site survey, but no public releases are available.
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Ekahau Site Survey is the big gun in this market, and includes not only the predictive site survey tools, but also the ability to 
perform onsite measurements (active and passive surveys) as well as spectrum analyzer integration. Essentially, Ekahau Site 
Survey rolls the bulk of what we’ve seen so far into a single application. The only drawbacks are the cost of US$4,000 to US
$6,000, and the Windows platform requirement.
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BUT WAIT…

US$4,000-$6,000 
& WINDOWS ONLY

Watching the WiFi engineering community, numerous posts have suggested that Ekahau site survey is coming for the Mac. 
Screen shots of development versions have been appearing informally for around a year at the time of this writing, and it seems 
that the dam might finally be breaking on the “industry standard” tools for Mac OS.
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WIFI PLANNING: SITE SURVEY

Conference Room: 30’ from AP Workroom: 15’ from AP

As attractive as it might be to have software do all the work for us, though, key information about a site does not always show 
up in architectural floor-plans. 


Here we have two separate RSSI readings from the WiFi Menu. Moving from the customer workroom 15’ (~5 meters) from the AP 
to the customer conference room 30’ (10 meters) from the AP results in a net RSSI drop of 16 dBM. Keeping in mind that a 3 
dBM drop reflects 50% signal intensity loss, dropping 16 dBM is a huge loss over a 15’ distance.
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WIFI PLANNING: SITE SURVEY

This series of metal filing cabinets stands in the direct line of site between the AP and the conference room. This kind of obstacle 
is exceedingly unlikely to appear on an architectural floor plan, especially in a facility that has been occupied for some time. For 
that reason alone, relying on predictive site survey alone will be problematic, and you should still plan to evaluate sites in person 
as well.
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ONSITE SURVEY

EMPIRICAL 
MEASUREMENT

We sometimes call the onsite survey “AP on a Stick”, but this is a misnomer. AP on a Stick literally means putting an AP in place 
and taking measurements around it in an effort to predict coverage. It’s an older type of survey, and represents only one type of 
onsite survey. Over time, though, this has developed into a practice of on-site surveying that is much more extensive, using what 
are called “active” and “passive” site surveys, with the goals of identifying sources of signal loss that might not show up on a 
floor, as well as obtaining a variety of other information, such as secondary RSSI readings (second strongest AP at a given 
location).
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TOOLS FOR PLANNING

THE CONCEPTUAL TOOLSET

▸ Site survey information 

▸ Documented site goals 

▸ Understanding WiFi 

▸ Flexibility, patience, and a willingness to learn

Beyond the software tools, you must bring a non-product toolset to bear in order to deploy WiFi successfully.
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WIFI PLANNING

SITE SURVEY

▸ Facility Size 

▸ Construction and obstacles 

▸ Usage and key spaces 

▸ Neighboring networks 

▸ Existing network infrastructure

Understanding a site where a network is to be installed is critical.
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TOOLS FOR PLANNING

CUSTOMER GOALS

▸ Coverage and density 

▸ Client devices to serve 

▸ Airtime 

▸ Quality of Service 

▸ Budget

Understanding customer needs is critical for building a network that works for them. The Aerohive High Density design guide is 
an excellent resource for this discussion.
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CERTIFIED WIRELESS 
NETWORK PROFESSIONALS

HTTP://CWNP.COM

Certified Wireless Network Professional develops and administers a series of deep technical certifications for WiFi networking. 
The certifications go into the deep arcana of WiFi, and attaining one or more of them will provide a deep level of technical 
knowledge.
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TOOLS FOR PLANNING

VENDOR TOOLS AND RESOURCES

▸ Aerohive and Meraki High Density Design Guides 

▸ Cisco Enterprise Best Practices for Apple Devices on Cisco 
Wireless LAN 

▸ Just about every vendor has something, and WiFi is a 
standard.

Find the Cisco guide at http://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/td/docs/wireless/controller/technotes/8-2/
b_Enterprise_Best_Practices_for_Apple_Devices_on_Cisco_Wireless_LAN.pdf


Find the Meraki guide at https://documentation.meraki.com/MR/WiFi_Basics_and_Best_Practices/High_Density_Wi-
Fi_Deployment_Guide


Find the Aerohive guide at http://docs.aerohive.com/pdfs/Aerohive-Whitepaper-Hi-Density%20Principles.pdf


Of these, the Aerohive guide is the oldest.
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TOOLS FOR PLANNING: UNDERSTANDING WIFI

CONFERENCES AND COMMUNITY RESOURCES

▸ Conferences 

▸ CWNP: Prague and New Orleans 

▸ Wireless LAN Professionals Conference 

▸ Community 

▸ Andrew von Nagy (Revolution WiFi) 

▸ Keith Parsons (WLAN Pros) 

▸ Nigel Bowden (WiFi Nigel)
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CONFERENCES AND 
COMMUNITY RESOURCES

#WIFI 
#NETWORKNERDERY 
#AEROHIVE AND #MERAKI

The MacAdmins slack instance includes a number of rooms Individual rooms sprout like mushrooms, so it’s worth looking for 
new ones on a regular basis.
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TOOLS FOR PLANNING: UNDERSTANDING WIFI

REVOLUTIONWIFI.NET

▸ High-density design guide 

▸ Videos 

▸ Capacity Planner 

▸ SSID Overhead Calculator

Andrew von Nagy’s site Revolution WiFi (revolutionwif.net) is invaluable, as Mr. von Nagy has written extensively on WiFi network 
design, recorded and posted a number of videos on the subject, and has even gone so far as to build planning tools to help 
determine network capacity requirements, including the Capacity Planner and SSID Overhead Calculator, which shows you why 
not to use too many SSIDs, even if your vendor makes 16 available on each AP.
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ANY SUFFICIENTLY ADVANCED 
TECHNOLOGY IS 
INDISTINGUISHABLE FROM MAGIC.

Arthur C. Clarke

TOOLS FOR PLANNING

The larger and more sophisticated the network you’re planning, the less likely you are to get it right the first time. Getting it right 
is hard, and is likely to require multiple passes through an environment to plan, deploy, and adjust. You’ll find that as WiFi 
advances, both the capabilities and requirements will change, AND your wireless can do things that seem like magic.
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But the real concern is that if you treat the magic with disrespect, you get in trouble.
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But given a willingness to learn, you can develop your skills, and become a wizards and heroes.
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THANK YOU!

Chris Dawe 

dawe@wheelwrights-llc.com 

@ctdawe

Tom Bridge  

tom@technolutionary.com 

@tbridge

http://j.mp/macadukwifitoolkit
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